Abstract-We propose a framework for clustering and visualization of images of face carvings at archaeological sites. The pairwise similarities among face carvings are computed by performing Procrustes analysis on local facial features (eyes, nose, mouth, etc.). The distance between corresponding face features is computed using point distribution models; the final pairwise similarity is the weighted sum of feature similarities. A web-based interface is provided to allow domain experts to interactively assign different weights to each face feature, and display hierarchical clustering results in 2D or 3D projections obtained by multidimensional scaling. The proposed framework has been successfully applied to the devata goddesses depicted in the ancient Angkor Wat temple. The resulting clusterings and visualization will enable a systematic anthropological, ethnological and artistic analysis of nearly 1,800 stone portraits of devatas of Angkor Wat.
I. INTRODUCTION
Ancient archaeological sites contain thousands of highly detailed sculptures carved over several generations. A significant number of sculptures contain intricate human face carvings which in essence, describe the ethnological, artistic and social environment of the time. Archaeologists and other experts manually compare and group similar facial carvings to study the history and progress of a society. When dealing with a large collection of sculptures, experts must resort to computational techniques, since human analysis is often subjective and infeasible [1] . Clustering and visualization are exploratory data analysis [9] techniques that assist in forming objective hypotheses that later can be confirmed by experts.
The notion of similarity between face carvings is critical to generate meaningful clusters. In order to measure this similarity, face carvings must be represented using features that capture the salient aspects of a face. Earlier approaches [4] , [8] for clustering face carvings were limited due to the unavailability of computational resources and modeling methodology, so they relied on rather primitive features to represent faces. 3D models have also been used to measure the similarity of carvings from the Bayon temple using laser range sensors [6] . Automatic face recognition has made substantial progress over the last three decades [11] , and state-of-the art approaches use more complex models to represent detailed aspects of faces.
In this paper, we propose an exploratory framework for clustering and visualization of face carvings. Face carvings are represented using shape information in the form of local point distribution models built from different facial components (eyes, nose, mouth, etc.). The similarity between two face carvings is computed as the weighted combination of the similarities between corresponding facial components. This measure of similarity is flexible and allows experts to generate different clusterings by changing the weights of different facial components. An interface is provided where the expert can visualize the variations in clustering by interactively changing the importance of different facial components, and choose specific clusterings to form hypothesis of interest. Multi-dimensional scaling is used to map the faces into a two-or three-dimensional space for visualization.
The proposed framework is demonstrated on a collection of 252 digital photographs of face carvings from the 12th century Hindu temple of Angkor Wat in modern day Cambodia [5] . The Angkor Wat temple contains carvings of 1,780 contemporary 12th century women (referred to hereafter as devatas) depicted in detailed portraits (see Figure 1 ). According to archaeologicists and ethnologists, the women appear to represent a range of ethnicities residing in this region. They may, therefore, represent social and political relationships among different corners of the Khmer Empire. features from the pixel intensities on the face. However, the texture information used in appearance based methods cannot be leveraged in representing the images of face carvings because of: (i) the nature of stone carvings (different stone materials result in different textures), and (ii) degradation of carvings due to exposure to harsh weather conditions over hundreds of thousands of years. This restricts the face carvings of Angkor Wat to be represented using the shape information alone.
A. Face Landmark Points
The proposed approach uses a set of landmark points to represent the shape of a face. For a given face image
T be the set of n landmark points, where p . For the relatively low image quality of devata faces of Angkor Wat, a set of n = 140 landmark is manually marked. Example of two such landmark annotations can be seen in Figure  1 . While typically 68 points have been used to model a face, we use a larger number of points to include the ears and neck. Typically, the process of extracting the landmark set P i from subject i can be automated using the Active Shape Model (ASM) [2] . However, since an ASM relies on the texture information to build a robust model, it is not applicable to face carvings due to the lack of reliable texture information. To minimize the impact of errors in manual landmark placement, we first trace the boundary of each facial component. A new set of landmarks is then resampled along the contour at equal spacings. In our applications three times as many points along the contour were resampled which resulted in reliable landmarks for matching two faces. In the case of damaged carvings, we approximated the location of the corresponding landmark locations.
B. Procrustes Analysis
The similarity between two sets of landmarks can vary due to their translation, rotation, and the scale variations with respect to a canonical image. Therefore, it is necessary to align the face images such that the similarity computed quantifies the difference due to shape alone. Procrustes analysis [3] has been successfully used to normalize the face images by rigidly aligning multiple sets of points to minimize the distance between the corresponding landmarks. The landmarks points in each image are compensated for the differences in their translation, rotation, and scale using Procrustes analysis as follows:
1) The translational component is removed by subtracting the mean of the landmarks from each of the points, i.e.
2) The scale is normalized by fixing concatenated vector of points in P i to unit norm, i.e.
3) The rotational differences are normalized by declaring the first set of points P 1 to have angle θ 1 = 0, and using the least squares minimization to find each θ i such that the distance between P 1 and P i is minimized.
C. Point Distribution Model
After normalizing each point set, face carvings are represented using a Point Distribution Model (PDM). PDMs have been shown to be successful for representing faces in ASMs [2] and face recognition between sketches and photographs [10] . Since only the shape information is persistent when matching sketches to photographs, it resembles the current scenario where texture information is not usable. We follow an approach similar to [10] where the distances were computed by comparing local features extracted from facial components (eyes, nose, mouth, etc.), as well as the global relationship between the locations of components.
A PDM represents a set of landmarks using a statistical representation obtained by PCA. In particular, given n facial landmark points and point sets from m faces, data is first centered at the origin by subtracting the global mean μ. The mean centered data pointsP i = P i −μ, for i = 1, · · · , m are collected into the columns of the pattern matrix Φ ∈ R 2n,m , where the ith column of Φ is the centered vector P i . The covariance matrix C = 
D. Global and Local Features
At a coarse level, the similarity between a pair of face images is determined by (i) the local similarities between the components, and (ii) the global arrangement of the components relative to each other. 
The similarity between two face carvings is computed using the weighted Euclidean distance, where different facial components are assigned different weights.
Global Point Model: Local models capture only the similarity between corresponding components of the face. However, the relative placement of these components is also important in characterizing a face. The global relation between the components is captured as follows: Given K components, the K(K − 1)/2 pairwise distances between the center of mass of all possible pairs are computed.
III. CLUSTERING FACE CARVINGS
Given K facial components (Section II), the similarity matrix for component k is
Data clustering is performed by combining the K local similarity matrices S k ∈ R m,m (k = 1 . . . K), and the global similarity matrix S g into a single similarity matrix
The feature weights are introduced to emphasize certain facial features for data exploration. Different weights result in different clusterings, providing different insights into the facial portrait collection.
A. Visualization
Visualization forms a key aspect of data analysis. In our application it assists a domain expert to browse through different clusterings obtained by using different weightings of facial components. A web-based interface was developed to allow an expert to alter the facial component weight vector w and visualize clusterings as the weights are altered. A discrete set of weights is used to display a K-sided convex polygon, in which each of the K vertices corresponds to one of the K facial features. When the user selects a point within the polygon, the weight vector w is determined based on the inverse distance of the selected point from each of the K vertices. As the user interactively modifies the weights, an updated clustering is generated and displayed allowing the user to investigate the groupings as function of weights. For each different weightings, the similarity matrix S is used to project the data points in either a 2 or 3 dimensional space using multidimensional scaling [7] .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed clustering and visualization framework was applied to a subset of 252 facial images of devatas, collected from the West Gopura (or entrance pavilion) of the Ankor Wat temple. While the landmarks for many different facial components were marked, in this study we used only four of the major facial components (eyes, nose, mouth, and face outline) for clustering the devatas into 8 groups (possibly corresponding to the 8 ethnic groups listed in Sec. I). We performed clustering using complete-link clustering, which allows for dendrogram analysis by domain experts. Figure 2 shows two separate clustering results with different selection of weights. The figure also shows the associated 2-d projections of the 252 faces. The two 8-cluster groupings are based on just using the eyes or the mouth in computing the face similarities. An interactive web page of our proposed clustering framework is also available 1 , where users can specify the weights interactively. Once a clustering of interest is found, it can be further explored by clicking on any displayed cluster prototype to view images of all carvings in the cluster.
A. Evaluation
Since the groundtruth cluster labels are not available for the devata images, external cluster evaluation indices cannot be applied. While it is difficult to manually provide cluster labels for all the images, it is relatively easier to determine if a pair of images should be put in the same cluster or not. A group of local residents of Siam Reap, Cambodia, have labeled a set of 243 randomly chosen pairs of images. Figure 3 shows a heat map of the fraction of pairwise constraints satisfied by the clusterings using different weighted combinations of the facial components. The brighter the block, the larger the number of pairwise constraints satisfied. The brightest block (6th row, 3rd column) corresponds to around 50% of the human pairwise labels satisfied by the clustering (note that for 8 clusters of equal size, only 12.5% of the constraints can be satisfied by random clustering). Utilizing the pairwise labels as side-information during clustering can further enhance the performance of clustering in terms of this evaluation metric. Further, Figure 3 reveals that face outline and nose are considered important facial components for manually labeling the pairs. Further, the objective is not to strictly adhere to the human categorization, but to suggest possible non-obvious groupings that can help the experts draw interesting conclusions. The different clusters generated by our framework are currently being analyzed by archaeologists to discover possible answers to long standing questions regarding the devatas of Angkor Wat. Using the interactive web page, the current hypotheses being examined include: (i) Do the Angkor Wat devatas represent the different ethnic groups listed in Section I? (ii) Does the location of certain devatas within the temple have any meaning (in order to further answer this question, we are currently labeling the remaining devata carvings with landmarks), and (iii) Is there any correlation between face carvings that may indicate how many different sculptors were used in crafting the devata carvings.
V. CONCLUSIONS
A method for grouping face carvings in archaeological sites is presented that: (i) computes the local distance along the predominant modes of variation for different facial components, (ii) allows domain experts to change the importance of each component by assigning different weights in computing the similarity, and (iii) provides a visualization tool to illustrate how the clusters change with different weights. The proposed framework results in many meaningful clusters of devata face carvings of the magnificent Angkor Wat temple. These clusterings suggest hypotheses to domain experts for their validation. Future work will attempt to find richer set of clusters using semi-supervised clustering techniques, by incorporating instance level pairwise constraints provided by experts into the grouping process.
